Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Pipelines play an important role in a large number of modern industries \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], transporting fluids from one location to another, whether from one side of a factory to the other or across the breadth of entire continents. They are essential assets within water supplies, oil and gas production, and many other vital industries throughout the globe. Pipelines vary greatly in diameter, length, construction material, and location. With many pipelines being located in remote and harsh locations, such as being located underground or running along the seabed, access for inspection, maintenance and repair work could be extremely difficult. The challenges also include accurately locating leaks or blockages within operational pipelines, and monitoring corrosion or deterioration on internal surfaces. It becomes a particularly costly issue if the pipeline has to be drained and production stopped while repair work takes place. Therefore, pipeline inspection devices capable of moving independently, with or against product flow would yield significant advantages over traditional pressure driven inspection tool \[[@CR3]\] in certain situations. In recent years, investigation of the self-propelled mechanism moving rectilinearly under internal vibration force when overcoming medium resistance has attracted great attention from researchers, e.g. \[[@CR4]--[@CR8]\]. The principle of such mechanism is that the rectilinear motion can be obtained by overcoming external resistance described as dry friction using an additional internal mass interacting with the main body of the system. The ability to move independently without any external moving parts makes it ideally suited to move in harsh and complex environments, where external moving parts may either pose a hazard to the surroundings or where they would be likely to be broken, corroded, or blocked up by the working environment.

This paper studies the optimisation of the vibro-impact capsule systems \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\] with one-sided and two-sided amplitude constraints for engineering pipeline inspection in terms of its average speed of progression, physical dimension, and energy consumption. Optimisation of motion of the self-propelled mechanism regarding to average speed of progression has been an active subject of scientific research. For example, Chernousko \[[@CR4]\] pioneeringly studied the optimum rectilinear motion of a two-mass system and obtained the optimum control parameters for the maximum mean velocity of the system. In \[[@CR6], [@CR11]\], optimisation of a mobile system with an internal acceleration-controlled mass was considered to obtain the maximum forward mean speed. Later on, Fang and Xu \[[@CR12]\] studied the dynamics of a multibody system consisting of three modules of such vibration-driven mobile system. Considering the controlled motion a rigid body in the horizontal plane, Zhan and Xu \[[@CR13]\] used three internal acceleration-controlled masses to drive the system. Recently, optimisation of two-dimensional motion of the vibration-driven system has been extensively studied, e.g. \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. However, these studies focused on theoretical calculation of the maximum mean speed, and few works concerned optimisation of the mobile system from a practical design point of view, such as physical dimension and energy consumption. Vetchanin et al. \[[@CR16]\] investigated the characteristics of motion of a rigid body with variable internal mass distribution in a viscous fluid, showing the possibility of self-propulsion of the body in an arbitrary given direction. In \[[@CR17]\], experimental verification of the vibro-impact capsule system was carried out. The conducted bifurcation analyses indicated that a fine tuning of the control parameters, such as the stiffness of the support spring, and the frequency and the amplitude of excitation, can significantly improve the average rate of progression. In \[[@CR18]\], optimisation of the vibro-impact capsule system for the best progression in fluid environment was studied, focusing on the choice of the excitation parameters and the shape of the capsule. This paper will further study the optimisation of the vibro-impact capsule system regarding to its physical dimension and energy consumption through bifurcation analysis. Three capsule dynamics with one-sided and two-sided amplitude constraints will be compared in order to obtain the best design parameters for prototyping.Fig. 1Physical models of the vibro-impact capsule systems, with **a** double-sided constraints, and **b** one-sided constraint. **c** Free body diagrams of the inner mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The dynamics of the vibro-impact capsule system, which consists of a capsule main body interacting with a harmonically driven internal mass, has been studied extensively by Liu et al. \[[@CR8]--[@CR10], [@CR17]--[@CR20]\]. In \[[@CR8]\], the model of the vibro-impact capsule system was firstly studied to provide a fundamental understanding of its dynamics. Dynamics of the system in various frictional environments was investigated in \[[@CR9]\], and numerical results show that the behaviour of the system becomes very complex when the capsule is moving in fluid, but the nature of the friction mechanism becomes less significant when the weight of the internal mass is smaller than the weight of the capsule. In \[[@CR10]\], nonlinear dynamics analysis has been conducted to identify the optimal amplitude and frequency of the applied force to achieve the required motion and the maximal speed. In \[[@CR19]\], Páez Chávez et al. studied two practical problems for the capsule system, which were maximising the rate of progression and directional control of the system by following a typical period-1 trajectory by means of path-following techniques. However, the above studies were based on the dynamics of the capsule system with one-sided constraint, and the performance of the system with two-sided constraints has not been investigated. Thus, the contribution of this paper is to study the capsule system with two-sided soft constraints and understand how does the additional constraint affect the performance of the capsule. There are some existing studies on the vibro-impact systems with two-sided constraints, but most of them focused on the systems with bilateral rigid constraints. For example, Gutiérrez and Arrowsmith \[[@CR21]\] considered a representative model of the doubly constrained impacting system, and studied the control strategies for preservation and annihilation of experimental and analytical resonant periodic orbits. Lee and Yan \[[@CR22]\] developed a position control method for the impact oscillator with asymmetrical double-sided endstops, which can keep the stable and the unstable oscillators in a desired position. Luo et al. \[[@CR23]\] studied the vibro-impact dynamics of a two-degree-of-freedom periodically forced system with a bilateral clearance. Response analysis for a vibro-impact Duffing system with bilateral barriers under external and parametric Gaussian white noises was carried out by Yang et al. \[[@CR24]\]. Very recently, Kumar et al. \[[@CR25]\] analysed a stochastically excited vibro-impact Duffing--Van der Pol oscillator with bilateral rigid barriers. However, the literature on the vibro-impact systems with double-sided soft constraints is rather limited. Andreaus and Angelis \[[@CR26]\] studied the dynamic response of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator constrained by two unilateral nonlinear bumpers. Hao et al. \[[@CR27]\] developed a two-sided damping constraint control strategy for the quasi-zero stiffness isolator. The study by Ing \[[@CR28]\] revealed that, in a near symmetrical system, the degree of asymmetry was found to have a vast effect on the response of a double-sided constraint impact oscillator. In this paper, we will investigate whether such asymmetry can be used for optimising the physical performance of the capsule system, e.g. progression rate, power efficiency, and capsule dimension. In practice, the stroke length of the internal mass, i.e. the maximum travel distance of the mass in one period of motion, constrains the physical dimension and power consumption of the capsule system, which in turn affects the performance of the system. Thus, it is reasonable to carry out a comparative study in this paper, which can provide a better insight for the design of such system with consideration of its physical performance, and this is the novelty of this paper.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, mathematical modelling of the vibro-impact capsule systems with one-sided and two-sided constraints is studied. In Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, bifurcation analysis of the capsule system is conducted through varying various system and control parameters. Optimisation of energy consumption and cabin length are considered in Sect. [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, and finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.

Mathematical modelling {#Sec2}
======================

Description of the capsule system {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

Consider a two degrees-of-freedom system as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, which is composed of a movable internal mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_2$$\end{document}$) of the actuator is approximated using a linear spring and a viscous damper in this paper, and the verification of such assumption was carried out in \[[@CR17]\]. On the right of the internal mass, a weightless plate is connected to the capsule by a linear spring with stiffness $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_2=0$$\end{document}$) as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, the system has only one-sided constraint which has been thoroughly studied by Liu et al. \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\].

Equations of motion {#Sec4}
-------------------

Due to the non-smoothness introduced by the gaps and the friction, equations of motion of the capsule system should be considered in different phases. For the non-smoothness of gaps $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the free diagram shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, the equations of motion of the capsule system can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For simplification, we introduce the following non-dimensional parameters$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is worth noting that the non-smooth functions, such as the Heaviside, the Dirac Delta, and the sign functions, have significant influence on simulations. In order to obtain accurate results for numerical simulations, it is important to locate the critical non-smooth points precisely. Here, we adopted the bisection method \[[@CR30]\] in the Runge--Kutta simulation, which automatically varies time step to locate the non-smooth points. A schematic illustration of the method is displayed in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bifurcation analysis {#Sec5}
====================

In order to gain an understanding of the system dynamics and optimise the progression speed of the capsule, bifurcation analysis is carried out next using the bifurcation diagram where the relative velocity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Influence of mass ratio {#Sec6}
-----------------------

To investigate the influence of the mass ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A further investigation of influence of the mass ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From a control point of view, it is more effective to control the direction of capsule progression when the weight of the capsule is less than or equal to the weight of the internal mass ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Influence of stiffness ratios {#Sec7}
-----------------------------

Average progression velocity of the capsule under varying the stiffness ratios, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The capsule progression for unsymmetrical gaps of contact ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha =0.10, 0.80, 1.50, 3.12, 3.37, 5.43$$\end{document}$ and 6.50. Locations of the left and the right impact surfaces are shown by *purple* and *red lines*, respectively. Poincaré sections are marked by green dots. (Color figure online)

An investigation on the gap of left constraint was carried out, and the comparison between the weak left constraint ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _2=1.175$$\end{document}$. As shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b, d, the grazing of such impact alters the direction of capsule progression from forward to backward for the capsule with strong left constraint, while it only affects the forward speed of the capsule with weak left constraint. As the gap decreases, the capsule with weak left constraint encounters this sudden change of progression direction owing to the grazing contact with the left constraint at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _2<0$$\end{document}$), comparing Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a, c, the capsule with weak constraint has period-1 motion, while the one with strong constraint experiences chaotic motion. It can be found from Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b ,d, both average progressions are slow. However, as presented in the additional windows of phase trajectories, the stroke length of the internal mass under prestressed condition is significantly reduced comparing to the one with right constraint only.

Based on the discussions above, it can be drawn that the maximum positive progression velocity can be achieved by the capsule with one-sided right constraint, and the introduction of the left spring with any value of stiffness may reduce its progression speed. Nevertheless, if the miniaturization of the capsule is required, the prestressed weak constraint could be a viable option.Fig. 13**a** Bifurcation diagram in the range marked by the number "I" in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}, where coexisting attractors are marked by *red dots*. **b**--**n** Additional windows demonstrate the trajectories on the phase plane ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Influence of amplitude of excitation {#Sec8}
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Influence of frequency of excitation {#Sec9}
------------------------------------
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Comparing the average velocities of the capsules with different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Energy consumption and cabin length {#Sec10}
===================================

In this section, we will study the best control parameters for capsule progression. In Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}, the fastest speed of the capsule is achieved by the system with two-sided constraints ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another consideration of optimisation is space-saving for the capsule cabin, i.e. to use the smallest capsule to realise the fastest progression. Thus, our purpose is to shorten the cabin length of the capsule system as illustrated in Fig. [24](#Fig24){ref-type="fig"}, where the required cabin length is determined by the relative displacement between the inner mass and the capsule, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concluding remarks {#Sec11}
==================

Vibro-impact dynamics of the capsule systems with one-sided and two-sided constraints were studied in this paper. Our concern focused on optimising the control parameters of these system, i.e. mass ratio, stiffness ratios, gaps of contact, frequency and amplitude of excitation, in terms of average progression velocity, energy consumption, and cabin length. Bifurcation analysis was conducted by monitoring the relative velocity between the inner mass and the capsule and the average progression of the capsule per period of external excitation. Extensive comparative studies were undertaken for three different capsule systems, i.e. the capsule with a right constraint, the capsule with a right and a weak left constraints, and the capsule with a right and a strong left constraints. Our bifurcation studies revealed that the behaviour of the capsule with one-sided constraint was mainly periodic, and its average velocity was always faster than the capsule with two-sided constraints. The dynamic responses of the capsule with two-sided constraints may become very complex when the stiffness of the left spring increases.
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$, it was found that for the considered set of parameters, the system experienced period-1 motion for all the studied values of mass ratio, and the direction of capsule progression can be altered through the grazing contact between the inner mass and the right constraint. As the mass ratio increases, vibro-impact motion of the inner mass becomes ineffective so that average progression of the capsule decreases. For the scenario of the capsule with two-sided symmetrical constraints, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\kappa _1=\kappa _2$$\end{document}$, the capsule cannot progress for any values of the mass ratio. By investigating the influence of stiffness ratios $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\kappa _2$$\end{document}$, our studies indicated that the maximal average speed can be achieved by the capsule with one-sided constraint, and introduction of the second constraint with any values of stiffness may reduce the average speed of the capsule. Based on the bifurcation study of amplitude of excitation, it was found that the capsule with a right and a strong left constraints had more complex responses than the other two capsules. Furthermore, the capsule with a right and a weak left constraints could move faster than the others providing that a sufficiently large amplitude of excitation is applied. Our investigation on the frequency of excitation shows that, when the frequency is low ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega <0.5$$\end{document}$), the dynamic responses of the capsule are complex, and any small perturbation on the frequency may results in a significant change of its average velocity. Once the frequency is sufficiently large ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega >1.5$$\end{document}$), the dynamic responses of the system are mainly period-1 motions, and the grazing contact with the left constraint could help to enhance the progression speed of the capsule.

In addition, influence of gap of contact for the left constraint was studied. We have conducted the investigation for both positive and negative gaps, which the later one represents a prestressed internal mass. Our investigation suggests that if the miniaturization of the capsule is required, the prestressed constraint using a weak spring could be a viable option for prototype design, although the introduction of the left spring may affect the average speed of the capsule. We have also observed two important bifurcations which are the grazing bifurcation for the transition to backward drift and the boundary-intersection crossing bifurcation. They are important to be identified, since avoidance of such bifurcations could significantly reduce the energy loss caused by external friction so that improving energy efficiency of the entire capsule system.

Finally, calculations regarding to energy efficiency and cabin length were carried out. Our calculated results revealed that the capsule with a right constraint was the most energy-efficient, and the capsule with a right and a strong left constraints required the minimal cabin length. Based on the analyses above, our strategy for optimisation can be summarised as follows. When capsule speed is paramount, one can employ the two-sided capsule with a weak left constraint and apply a large amplitude of excitation. When energy consumption is taken into account, the one-sided capsule is preferable. When a miniaturized capsule prototype is needed, the two-sided capsule with a strong left constraint is the best choice for prototyping.

In conclusion, our motivation to investigate various design aspects of the vibro-impact capsule system for pipeline inspection was achieved by taking a comparative study on the capsule systems with one-sided and two-sided constraints. Optimum design parameters (e.g. stiffness ratios, mass ratio) and control parameters (e.g. frequency and amplitude of excitation) were suggested for prototype design with regards to capsule speed, energy efficiency, and capsule dimension, which are the main contribution of this paper. Future works will focus on implementation of the capsule prototype and its experimental testing in a fluid pipeline. It is also worth to develop a general control method for such type of nonlinear systems, e.g. \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\], particularly when the number of nonlinearities increases, the dynamics of the system will become more complex from periodic motion to chaos.
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